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Basic free form woven block weaving  

3. Weaving... 

Video link 

Select one backing piece and 

find a flat surface to work on. 

I prefer a table and to work 

standing up for this part of 

the process. Put a mat under 

you to protect any good 

surface from pin marks. ( a 

gridded mat might help you 

keep things straight) Select 

the strips for the vertical set 

and lay them flat edge to 

edge until you base surface is 

covered.  

 

 

 

 

 

Place your straight edge, (a heavy ruler, a gridded clear quilting ruler or a even piece of board will work fine. ) 

about halfway down across your block. This is the edge you will weave against. Pick up every other strip and 

pull up and back toward you to open up the path for the first horizontal strip.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzR75aZBiE8


 

Place the first strip snugly against the edge. Return the strips down to their original position.  Move your 

straight edge up to the edge of your weaving and pick up the alternate strips in the same way and lay the next 

horizontal strip. Repeat this process until you reach the top of the block.  Use smaller strips or fold them to size 

if there is less room.  

Making sure all strips are in the down position, remove the straight edge and rotate your block 180 degrees so 

the unwoven section is again on the top.  Replace the straight edge to where the weaving ends and repeat the 

above process. Make sure all strips are in the down position and remove the straight edge.   Now you have a 

woven block .  If you like it, go to the next step.  If not, take it apart and start over.  

 

When you are happy with your block, temporarily pin both ends of each strip catching the backing. This will 

keep your web temporarily in place. 


